








































































































D
evelopment teams are under pressure to deliver reliable
releases faster to meet business needs and user require-
ments in a timely fashion. DevOps supports this by

encouraging better collaboration, and introduces practices
like continuous integration and continuous delivery to speed
software delivery. The result is improved productivity, agility
and performance across teams, and the business, but the
database is commonly a bottleneck. 

Without the right processes in place, and the additional
safeguards needed when dealing with business-critical data,
database change management slows things down while
adding risk and uncertainty. With Redgate, the database can
be included alongside the application to make sure that busi-
ness-critical data is kept safe.

“We uniquely solve the problem of incorporating your
database in your DevOps processes,” said Stephanie Herr,
product manager at Redgate. “Redgate is the leading
Microsoft SQL Server tools vendor with an established solu-
tion for Database DevOps.”

Redgate helps DevOps teams remove the database
bottleneck by giving them a reliable, scalable and
repeatable process for building, deploying and maintain-
ing SQL Server databases, in the same way they do for
application code. With Redgate, DevOps processes can
be extended to SQL databases and Azure SQL databases
using the same tools already in place for application develop-
ment, including Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) and
Team Foundation Server (TFS). Now application and data-
base changes can be made in unison, providing a single
source of the truth.

In addition, database provisioning plays a key role in
DevOps as development teams require up to date, realistic
environments to develop, test and fix code. 

Redgate Partners with Microsoft
Redgate and Microsoft introduced a partnership at the recent
Visual Studio 2017 launch event. Together they are extending
DevOps to SQL Server databases and enabling higher levels
of productivity when working with SQL Server databases in
Visual Studio.

“We’re excited about the partnership announced with
Microsoft at the VS 2017 launch event,” said Herr. We’re
working together to extend DevOps to SQL Server databases
and improve productivity when working with SQL databases
in Visual Studio.”

As a result of the partnership, Redgate Data Tools are now
included free in Visual Studio Enterprise 2017. At Build,
Redgate will showcase its tools for Database DevOps, which
include ReadyRoll Core, SQL Prompt Core and SQL Search. 

Redgate launched SQL Clone earlier this year, which is a
new database provisioning tool. At Build, Redgate will
announce a new Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) exten-

sion for SQL Clone. The company will also demonstrate how
teams can leverage SQL Clone within their automated deliv-
ery pipeline to run builds and tests against full-sized realistic
data sets.

“The new extension allows you to include provisioning in
your pipeline so you can use realistic copies of production
databases quickly without taking up much disk space,” said
Herr. “That way you can make sure that you’re testing and
finding issues sooner before going to production.” 

Understand the State of DevOps
Redgate published a report in late 2016 entitled, “The State of
Database DevOps Report.” Of the more than 1,000 survey
respondents, all of whom are SQL Server database profession-
als, 80 percent said their companies want to adopt DevOps,
which supports DevOps’ status as a mainstream practice.

“Big companies are doing it, small companies are doing it,

new companies born in the cloud are doing it.
Legacy companies are moving this way too,” said Herr.
“Working with Microsoft to bring Database DevOps to Visual
Studio helps with that.”

The report also revealed that 75 percent of companies
have developers working across the application and database,
which underscores the importance of having a database solu-
tion that incorporates developers’ existing processes and
tools, including Visual Studio, TFS and VSTS. 

“If 75% of people are working across both the application
and the database, we don’t want to make them learn some-
thing new or require a different process that’s not aligned
with development,” said Herr.

The report also revealed that increasing the speed of
delivery was the main reason people want to include the
database in their DevOps processes. That way, they can 
prevent the database from becoming a barrier to delivering
value quickly.

“It’s been great developing a deeper relationship with
Microsoft and partnering with them to enable Database
DevOps” said Herr. “Being acknowledged as a great way of
enabling Database DevOps really validates what we’re doing.
We’re solving the very difficult problem of delivering changes
to the database. So many companies have terabytes of cus-
tomer data now, they can’t just drop their current database
and recreate it. They need to make sure the data is protected
and secure when releasing, and Redgate helps this.”

Learn more at www.redgate.com/db-devops. z

Redgate Leads Database DevOps

‘We uniquely solve the 
problem of incorporating 
your database in your 
DevOps processes.’

—Stephanie Herr
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T
oday’s developers need to automate more testing to
ensure they can deliver software on time. To do it right,
they need access to a testing environment that mirrors

the operating systems, browsers and mobile devices cus-
tomers actually use in the real world. 

Sauce Labs helps accelerate development processes by
providing actual devices and virtual machines developers can
test against in an automated way using Selenium, Appium
and Espresso.

“Functional testing can take a lot of time, especially if
you’re trying to test against all those different platforms
that are relevant to your particular installed base,” said
Lubos Parobek, vice president of product at Sauce Labs.
“For example, if you’re an e-commerce retailer, you want to
make sure that your latest website or mobile app works
across the different desktop browsers, mobile browsers,
devices etc. Doing that testing can be quite time-consum-
ing and so one of the big problems that we’re focused on
here at Sauce is how to accelerate that by doing testing
in the cloud.”

Increasingly, developers are turning to Sauce Labs
for testing since setting up a realistic test environment is
too expensive and burdensome for enterprises or ISVs to
build and maintain. 

“What they realize is that while the initial setup of
one or two browsers might not be super difficult, trying to
cover all the platforms, browsers and devices, and keeping
them all up to date can be really time-consuming and expen-
sive,” said Parobek. “Not only do you have to run all the usual
server infrastructure to have a Windows or Linux Selenium
grid, but you need Mac hardware for macOS and iOS sup-
port, and then you need real mobile devices which just add
additional layers of complexity.”

More than a billion tests have been run at Sauce Labs to
date — with over one million every day.

Test Affordably
With Sauce Labs, developers no longer have to worry about
how to test against all the different operating systems, devices
and browser combinations because Sauce Lab’s comprehen-
sive cloud covers all of that. What’s more, developers can
choose from testing options that meet their requirements and
budgets.  

“We offer people lots of options and flexibility. Whether
you have a native mobile application, hybrid application or
web application, or whether you need to test against a specific
real device, we have you covered,” said Parobek. “Sauce Labs
provides the most comprehensive testing cloud for web and
mobile testing.”

Sauce Labs has more than 800 combinations of different
operating systems, browsers, and real devices available for
testing. Zillow chose Sauce Labs because it was the only Sele-

nium cloud-based solution that allowed its developers to
automate testing on any operating system and browser com-
bination.

“One of the important parts about our service is making
sure we give organizations options in terms of the budget
required for effective testing,” said Parobek. “Even if you use
a cloud service, you don’t want to spend an exorbitant amount
of money. We let organizations choose between emulators
and simulators and real devices, based on their testing vol-
ume and frequency, requirements and budget. We have hun-
dreds of real device, simulator and emulator combinations.”

That way, developers can weigh testing features and cost,
and choose an appropriate option.

Sauce Labs has become popular among developers
because they can test affordably and save time. In fact, some
developers have been able to reduce the time required for

testing from weeks to days and from days to hours.
For example, Campus Explorer, a college search and plan-
ning site, cut its testing time from 72 hours to 72 minutes.
The time savings enable developers to focus on building fea-
tures for their website or app, rather than focusing on testing.

New VSTS Plugin Available
Sauce Labs just announced the Sauce plugin for Microsoft
Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) that automates the build
process. 

“People are trying to automate as much of their delivery
pipeline as they can,” said Parobek. “When a developer fin-
ishes a feature, they’ll do a pull request that automatically
runs unit and functional tests on that code before it’s merged
into master. They want to make sure they are not introducing
a breaking change.”

One way to avoid testing errors and speed testing is to
remove the need for human intervention. With the plugin,
developers can configure tests via VSTS so whenever there’s
a pull request or a check-in, the developer can use Sauce
Labs to run a set of integration or functional tests.

“The plugin enables you to pass credentials to Sauce Labs
so you can automatically start your tests using a secure tun-
nel,” said Parobek. If you’re testing behind your firewall, you
have a secure tunnel automatically.”

The test results come back via VSTS so developers can see
what tests succeeded and failed, without leaving VSTS. 

Learn more at www.saucelabs.com. z

Automate Testing with Confidence

‘People are trying to
automate as much 
of their delivery 
pipeline as they can.’

—Lubos Parobek
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T
he explosion of mobile devices and apps has completely dis-
rupted .NET development. While desktop and web appli-
cations remain popular in enterprises, the same developers

have had to adapt their applications for mobile devices or devel-
op entirely new mobile apps. Syncfusion was an early supporter
of Xamarin that continued to enhance its offerings as Xamarin
matured and was more deeply integrated with Microsoft prod-
ucts post-acquisition. Syncfusion has also changed its revenue
model from per-seat licensing to flat-fee, which is great news for
enterprise developers in any size organization.

“The rapid expansion of the mobile space was somewhat
of a shock for C# developers because up until that time,
everything was Microsoft-centric,” said Daniel Jebaraj, vice
president at Syncfusion. “A number of them had to figure out
how to get their critical applications onto iOS and Android
devices, which was challenging because they had to learn
Java, Objective-C or Swift, or hire the talent.”

Some developers side-stepped the problem by building
mobile websites or mobile applications that were really
wrappers around a website, but the user experience was-
n’t the same as a native application. The Xamarin plat-
form was an attractive option, and it’s a lot more attrac-
tive now that Xamarin dovetails well with the .NET stack.

Reuse Code
One of Xamarin’s main features is its ability to reuse code.
However, developers also want best-of-breed functionality.
Syncfusion’s Xamarin controls that are similar to the ones it
built for desktop and web environments. Now, Syncfusion
offers more than 90 Xamarin controls which include chart and
grid controls, a calendar control, a Kanban control, a treemap,
an Excel-like spreadsheet, gauges, and reporting packages for
Excel, PDF and PowerPoint — all in one package.

“Our controls are well-integrated with the Visual Studio
environment so you can work with them just as you work with
Microsoft’s native controls,” said Jebaraj. “They behave the
same way as Microsoft controls and they are designed for
optimal performance. If you’re maintaining an application on
a XAML platform such as WPF, then a lot of that code will
simply carry over.”

Syncfusion provides about 80 percent of the standard
building blocks enterprise application developers need to
build an app so they can focus on innovation rather than rein-
venting controls that are available off-the-shelf. 

Get Everything You Need, And More
Syncfusion’s unlimited license gives developers access to
more than 800 components and ready-to-use platforms for
Big Data, data integration, dashboards and reports — every-
thing developers need to build stunning applications for
desktop, web, and mobile users plus the tools they need for
data, analytics and reporting. 

“We’ve spent a lot of time and effort building our finished
platform products because we see customers building things
like dashboards and reports over and over again,” said
Jebaraj. “They’re fairly complex products to build and sup-
port, and fairly expensive to license from other vendors.”

Syncfusion has spent several years building its dashboard-
ing and reporting products, both of which rival some the most
popular data visualization and reporting packages available
today. Users get access to all the functionality they need to
build highly aesthetic, high-performance decision-making
tools on which today’s businesses rely.

“We license those products along with our controls so the
same team using our controls can benefit from pre-packaged
products and deploy them as these as they see fit,” said
Jebaraj. 

“You can also customize them and embed them in an
application using our SDK.”

Get a Flat-fee License
Syncfusion now offers annual flat-fee licenses so the number of
developers using the product is now irrelevant. In addition, its
licensing model has flexibility built in so customers can buy
licenses scoped to a project, a department, or a line of business.

“We used to license by the seat, but it was challenging for
us and our customers,” said Jebaraj. 

“We don’t want to be in a position where we’re counting
heads, we don’t want to put our customers in a position where
they’re counting heads, so we came up with the idea of a flat
license which is a flat fee paid every year.”

For example, an organization with $100 million annual
revenue would pay just $4,000 for a global license, which is
what Syncfusion used to charge for two seats. The new rev-
enue model has been popular among existing customers and
it has also attracted many new customers who have discov-
ered that the flat fee is more affordable than competitive
options.

“Any company that is doing a lot of development in house
can potentially save a lot of money on licensing costs,” said
Jebaraj. “We find the new model to be better for our cus-
tomers and better for us.”

Another thing that distinguishes Syncfusion from its com-
petitors is its heavy investment in R&D. That strategy has
enabled Syncfusion and its customers to continually deliver
greater value.

Learn more at www.syncfusion.com. z

Syncfusion Eases Mobile Development
BUILD PARTNER SHOWCASE
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‘The rapid expansion of the 
mobile space was somewhat 
of a shock for C# developers.’

—Daniel Jebaraj
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T
oday’s enterprise developers are working in highly com-
plex environments, especially those working in large
organizations or startups that have scaled. How they

deploy code is changing as their organizations move from
data centers to IaaS, containers and microservices. And
because their products are more sophisticated than they
once were, so are their planning and product management
tools. Developers who are working in regulated industries
or building products subject to regulation must also keep
compliance in mind. When all of those tasks are executed in
a disconnected fashion, it’s much harder to drive business
value.

“We’ve shifted away from a simplistic world in which
developers wrote code and then hit a run or deploy button.
Now there’s this sophisticated thing called a value stream,”
said Mik Kersten, CEO of Tasktop. “A value stream is really
the end-to-end flow of business value, a new feature or an
entirely new application that you want to deliver to your cus-
tomer. It also involves a shortened feedback loop that
tells you what’s working and what’s not, faster.”

Many of today’s developers are grappling with the
burden of disconnected systems. In order to understand
what they should be working on, they have to check
three or four different tools, which makes prioritization
difficult. If they don’t have feedback about where their
application is failing or what’s causing the most perform-
ance problems, they have to wade through tickets and sup-
port cases that are being generated. 

“Development has become so specialized, each role on the
team has its own set of tools. The disconnects among them
are getting in the way of what developers do best, which is
creating solutions and delivering them,” said Kersten. “That’s
the number one bottleneck impeding software delivery scal-
ing and what we focus on at Tasktop.”

Build a Value Stream
Software teams have to orchestrate the information collected
and generated by their tools. They also need the ability to col-
laborate regardless of the tools they’re using. Tasktop’s value
stream integration technology is capable of connecting any
tool, any process and any set of stakeholders in a value chain
so it’s clear how business ideas fit into Agile product manage-
ment, requirements, development, testing the support desk,
and security.

“Tasktop Integration Hub enables better feedback loops
and collaboration among the various stakeholders. Everybody
is connected,” said Kersten. “If a defect is reported, it is
instantly triaged by the security team and then routed to the
developer’s backlog so it can be scheduled for the next
release, which is connected to the right application require-
ments.”

As tool categories continue to become more fragmented,

Tasktop is able to connect them into the expanding value
stream ecosystem.

How Tasktop Benefits Developers
Developers building applications in Visual Studio or TFS can
connect to the service desk, build tools, Java developers using
different development tools, and others while enjoying the
great experience Visual Studio 2017 provides.

“Every one of those third-party tools is able to connect
into your TFS backlog and security. You can also collaborate
in real time, from within Visual Studio with developers using
a tool like Jira,” said Kersten. “We connect a developer, a
team, or development organization to all the third-party tools
that are part of the modern value stream.”

Visual Studio acts as the front end of all of that, linking code
and all development activities with Tasktop’s help. So, for
example, if a security vulnerability is reported on a service tick-
et, the developer can comment on it from within Visual Studio.

Leadership Should Focus on the Value Chain
IT leaders, development managers and entire organizations
need to start thinking about the value chain first. While more
companies are using Agile and DevOps to compete more
effectively, they have to look beyond development and oper-
ations so they can include upstream activities.

“If a developer is waiting for a mobile app wireframe, it
doesn’t matter how much you automate deployment, because
your bottleneck is further upstream,” said Kersten. “Take a
look at your end-to-end stack and make sure all of that is con-
nected because you can do that now.”

For example, a top U.S. insurer and a top U.S. bank have
embraced the value chain concept, although the transforma-
tions have begun in slightly different phases throughout those
organizations, depending on the maturity of the software
teams. Regardless of where they started — deploying Agile
planning tools, automating the continuous integration and
continuous delivery pipelines, or automating testing, each of
those organizations has succeeded in enabling a value stream
that is capable of delivering business value more effectively.

“Tasktop has enabled the largest and most interesting
Agile and DevOps transformations on the planet by providing
an integrated and visible value stream,” said Kersten. “We’re
able to connect up tools like Selenium, Agile Central, and
Quality Center — whatever tools comprise your value chain.”

Learn more at www.tasktop.com. z

Tasktop Enables Agile and DevOps
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‘We’ve shifted away from a 
simplistic world in which 
developers wrote code and 
then hit a run or deploy button.’

—Mik Kersten
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Alachisoft: NCache is a 100% Native
.NET Open Source distributed cache
(released under Apache License, Version
2.0). Software teams use NCache to remove
performance bottlenecks related to their
data storage and databases and to scale
their .NET and Java applications to extreme
transaction processing (XTP). TayzGrid was
developed from NCache source into a native
Java product in 2013 its features are identi-
cal to NCache except in Java-specific areas.

Aqua Security: Aqua Security enables
enterprises to secure their virtual container
environments from development to produc-
tion, accelerating container adoption and
bridging the gap between DevOps and IT
security. Aqua’s Container Security Platform
provides full visibility into container activity,
allowing organizations to detect and prevent
suspicious activity and attacks in real time.
Integrated with container lifecycle and
orchestration tools, the Aqua platform pro-
vides transparent, automated security while
helping to enforce policy and simplify regula-
tory compliance.  

Caphyon: Caphyon makes software
products like Advanced Ranking, a website
ranking software which helps manage
search engine rankings intelligently. The
software company also offers its Advanced
Installer, which is a powerful, easy to use,
Windows installer authoring tool which lets
teams create .MSI installs in minutes.
Advanced Installer also lets team install,
update, and configure products safely,
securely, and reliably. 

CData Software: CData is a leading
provider of standards-based drivers and data
access solutions for real-time integration
with online or on-premise Applications, Data-
bases, and Web APIs. The CData drivers are
universally accessible, providing straightfor-
ward access through popular data-access
technologies, such as ADO.NET, ODBC,
JDBC, Xamarin, SQL SSIS, BizTalk, Power-
Shell, etc. Developers can leverage these
standards-based drivers with Microsoft tech-
nologies to easily build applications that inte-
grate with more than 80+ data sources,
including Big Data & NoSQL databases,
CRM, ERP, and Accounting packages. 

Checkmarx: Checkmarx is an applica-
tion security software company, whose mis-
sion is to provide enterprise organizations
with application security testing products
and services that empower developers to
deliver secure applications.  The new Check-
marx (CxSAST) Microsoft Visual Studio Team
Services Plugin allows organizations with
agile development practices to embed secu-
rity into their software development lifecycle
(SDLC) without the delays traditionally
caused by application security testing.  

Chef: The Chef DevOps platform is
designed for innovation, speed, collaboration
and safety. Chef Server serves as the foun-
dation for creating and managing flexible,
dynamic infrastructure for companies man-
aging 50 to 500,000 nodes, across multiple
data centers, public and private clouds, and
in heterogeneous environments. Other ele-
ments address delivery, compliance, analyt-
ics, and high availability, respectively.

DevExpress: DevExpress engineers
feature-complete Presentation Controls, IDE
Productivity Tools, Business Application
Frameworks, and Reporting Systems for
Visual Studio, along with high-performance
HTML JS Mobile Frameworks for developers
targeting iOS, Android and Windows Phone.
Whether using WPF, ASP.NET, WinForms,
HTML5 or Windows 10, DevExpress tools
help teams build and deliver their best in the
shortest time possible.

eDev Technologies: Modern
Requirements by eDev Technologies pro-
vides a collaborative requirements environ-
ment, uniquely built on Microsoft TFS or
VSTS.  The fully featured, web-based
requirements suite provides end to end
traceability, WI baselining, and visualization
support. With its optional bi-directional
Microsoft Office integration, the suite is nat-
ural to learn, mitigating the impact of change
for ALM, DevOps, or product development.
Agile and structured requirements teams,
have completed their projects in half the
time, reduced rework, simplified compliance
reporting and improved quality.

Flexera Software: Flexera Software
helps application producers and enterprises
increase application usage and security,

enhancing the value they derive from their
software. InstallShield is the world’s leading
Windows installer development solution. It
enables development teams to be more
agile, collaborative and flexible when build-
ing InstallScript and Windows Installer (MSI)
installations for PCs, servers, Web, and virtu-
al applications.

GrapeCity: GrapeCity is an award-win-
ning Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, a pre-
mier Visual Studio Industry Partner, and one
of the world’s largest providers of developer
components. Its comprehensive Componen-
tOne Studio provides Microsoft Visual Studio
developers, designers and architects with an
array of components, controls, tools, and
solutions that enable them to efficiently build
applications and projects for Windows, Web,
or Mobile. GrapeCity’s Ultimate 2017 v1
comes with Visual Studio 2017 integration,
and the cross-platform component suite
includes ComponentOne Studio, Wijmo, and
Xuni. Also, ComponentOne Studio’s Finan-
cialChart control was updated this year with
five new indicators and overlays.

Infragistics: Infragistics Ultimate
makes it easy to build apps that deliver great
user experiences. The most recent release,
Infragistics Ultimate 15.2, includes many new
features, new controls, and new updates
across platforms, including WPF, Windows
Forms, ASP.Net MVC, iOS and Android. Using
Ignite UI’s powerful data visualization capa-
bilities, developers can bring huge volumes
of data to life. With Indigo Studio, they can
rapidly prototype and collaborate on app
experiences before writing code.

JetBrains: JetBrains, creator of the
Java IDE named IntelliJ IDEA, is a technolo-
gy leader specializing in the creation of intel-
ligent development tools. JetBrains’
ReSharper product is a Visual Studio Exten-
sion for .NET developers. ReSharper extends
Visual Studio with over 2,300 on-the-fly code
inspections for C#, VB.NET, ASP.NET,
JavaScript, TypeScript and other technolo-
gies. For most inspections, ReSharper pro-
vides quick-fixes (light bulbs) to improve
code in one way or another.

LEADTOOLS: LEADTOOLS provides
SDKs for document, medical, DICOM, PACS,

Microsoft Build Partners20
17
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raster, vector, and multimedia image tech-
nologies. Its latest release features the
DICOM Hanging Protocol SDK and it comes
with Visual Studio 2017 compatibility. New
features and enhancements were recently
added to LEAD’s Document Viewer, which is
a document-viewing solution for .NET (C# &
VB), Java, and HTML5/JavaScript. LEAD also
made its Credit Card Reader SDK available to
.NET and C programmers.

Mobilize.Net: Mobilize.Net migration
technology is Microsoft's chosen solution for
Visual Studio and MSDN customers enabling
them to reduce risk, cost, and time while
modernizing applications to web, mobile, and
cloud. Mobilize uses Artificial Intelligence
algorithms to transform 90’s legacy code (VB,
PowerBulider, ASP, Silverlight…) into mod-
ern languages, platforms, and architectural
patterns following standards like .NET, C#,
JavaScript, HTML, and AngularJS. For over
two decades, millions of developers have
used Mobilize technology to successfully
modernize billions of lines of code.

OpsHub: Unify DevOps and customer
experience ecosystems by using OpsHub
integration & migration solutions. Often
teams using Visual Studio (VSTS/TFS) need
to collaborate with other members using
third party products. This heterogeneous
ecosystem, results in poor collaboration,
fragmented information and poor traceability,
severely impacting productivity, quality and
transparency.  OpsHub Integration Manager
integrates all tools to create a unified
ecosystem, which enables rich collabora-
tion, seamless information exchange and
traceability, resulting in effective collabora-
tion and increased productivity. 

PreEmptive Solutions: PreEmptive
Solutions is a trusted global leader of protec-
tion tools for Desktop, Mobile, Cloud, Internet
of Things (IoT) apps. It helps organizations
serious about hardening and protecting their
apps to secure their trade secrets (IP),
reduce piracy/counterfeiting, prevent discov-
ery & tampering of their applications and
hindering data breaches. PreEmptive  works
very closely with Microsoft to help its mutual
customer’s layer application self-protection
into their security lifecycle development
process.

Redgate: Redgate, a Visual Studio Gold
partner, produces software for teams of
application developers and SQL profession-

als, helping over 800,000 users improve pro-
ductivity, protect their data, and become
more agile. New to Visual Studio Enterprise,
developments teams can extend DevOps
processes to their SQL Server databases in
Visual Studio with Redgate Data Tools. These
tools – ReadyRoll Core, SQL Prompt Core,
and SQL Search are included in Visual Stu-
dio Enterprise, but are available to try free
for all Visual Studio developers. At Build
2017, Redgate is launching a new Visual Stu-
dio Team Services extension to make provi-
sioning databases for testing fast and easy
in continuous integration and continuous
delivery pipelines. 

Sauce Labs: Sauce for Visual Studio
Team Services gives Visual Studio (VSTS)
and TFS users access to the world’s largest,
most stable, and highly secure test automa-
tion platform. Sauce for VSTS enables teams
to speed up their testing by running hun-
dreds of tests in parallel on over 900 plat-
forms, including mobile devices. With its
integration to Visual Studio and TFS plat-
forms, Sauce Labs provides an all-in-one tool
for developers striving to achieve true CI/CD.
The integration allows users to easily
authenticate and launch tests on Sauce Labs
as a part of their VSO build process. 

SmartBear: Supporting more than five
million software professionals and over
20,000 companies in 194 countries, Smart-
Bear is the leader in software quality tools
for teams. The company’s products help
deliver the highest quality and best perform-
ing software possible while helping teams
ship code at nearly impossible velocities.
With products for API testing, UI testing,
code review and performance monitoring
across mobile, web and desktop applica-
tions, SmartBear equips every development,
testing and operations team member with
the tools to ensure quality at every stage of
the software cycle. 

Syncfusion: Syncfusion, an enterprise
technology partner, lets developers move
beyond coding applications to delivering
business innovation. The company offers
more than 800 controls and frameworks and
suites of components available for .NET and
JavaScript, including charts, grids, sched-
ulers, Gantt controls, maps, gauges, and
more. Syncfusion also offers a comprehen-
sive suite of ASP.NET MVC components for
enterprise web development, which includes
several complex widgets like DataGrid,

Spreadsheet, Schedule, 
Pivot Grid, and more. 

Tasktop: Tasktop takes the various tools
used in software delivery and integrates
them into a unified toolchain. Tasktop inte-
grates Microsoft TFS, Visual Studio Team
Services, Test Manager, Project Server and
SharePoint to each other and to most other
popular Agile, DevOps and SDLC tools. It
automates the flow of artifacts across these
tools, eliminating wasted time and bottle-
necks while increasing velocity, collabora-
tion and employee satisfaction. Tasktop can
automatically collect the activity data into a
central database, enabling the creation of
consolidated dashboards and traceability
reports, allowing for greater project visibility
and artifact traceability.

Telerik, a Progress Company:
Telerik Platform 2.0 gives developers com-
plete access to the app development life
cycle from a single app-centric interface.
With it, developers can create, connect, test,
deploy, and measure an app from a single
unified interface, reducing the effort required
when working with multiple disparate tech-
nologies. The new app-centric interface sim-
plifies the integration of cloud services into
the app development process, including
push notifications and analytics.

UXDivers: UXDivers is a product design
company with focus on user experience and
user interface design. The company is com-
mitted to helping developers close the gap
between good coding and good user inter-
face design. Proof of this commitment are
UXDivers most popular products including
Grial UI Kit and Gorilla Player for Xamarin
.Forms. Grial UI Kit, the first user interface kit
for Xamarin.Forms, is a complete collection
of UI layouts, styles and resources.
UXDivers’ Gorilla Player is a multiple device
previewer for Xamarin.Forms application.

Xablu: Xablu coaches teams and organi-
zations on Enterprise Mobile App Develop-
ment by bringing structure, creating culture
and delivering Mobile Enterprise Apps. Xablu
will be at Build 2017 with its extension Xablu-
Cross for MvvmCross. It shows a new tem-
plate 'MvvmCross by XabluCross' under C#
projects and creates a ready-to-run Xamarin
MvvmCross-based project. The wizard pro-
vides all kinds of options, including choosing
different MvvmCross versions. z
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BY LISA MORGAN

Getting great software products to mar-
ket quickly is tough when there’s no way
to get timely feedback from all stake-
holders. Once a product has been
released in beta or in production, fea-
tures may not perform as they’re sup-
posed to, and there’s no easy way to cus-
tomize who gets access to which features
at a granular level. 

LaunchDarkly solves those prob-
lems with its feature flag management
and continuous delivery platform. With
it, software developers can build
better quality products faster that
truly align with the desires of
their users.

“We have a platform where
developers can allow different
people, either within their organ-
ization or outside of their organi-
zation to see code,” said Edith
Harbaugh, CEO and co-founder
of LaunchDarkly. “You can actually
have functionality pushed out,
deployed, live and then control access
to the actual functionality of the code.”

In just two years, LaunchDarkly has
become an important addition to the
continuous integration and delivery
stack, because it helps software teams
develop and deploy applications faster.
Its feature flagging capabilities enable
users to turn features on and off so
developers don’t have to do it. The soft-
ware can be used to A/B test an applica-
tion in beta, or control what users see
and access at an individual level.

Notably, feature flags can be man-
aged at enterprise scale across multiple
development environment with flag
statuses, auditing, and custom roles.

Microsoft, AppDirect and CircleCI
are just a few of the companies taking
advantage of LaunchDarkly’s platform.

Get Valuable Feedback Faster
LaunchDarkly enables developers to
get stakeholder feedback much faster.

“Everybody is getting access to this
information in the SDLC,” said Har-
baugh. “It could be as simple as your
QA team being able to test features,
your marketing team getting access, or
designers doing usability tests — every-
body in the lifecycle.”

One software team shaved two
weeks off a multi-month project by get-
ting QA user response faster than any
of the other groups. Now, the rest of the
development teams in that organization
also use LaunchDarkly.

Control Feature Access
LaunchDarkly gives development
teams considerable control over how
they user-test products and how they
enable or disable features. For exam-
ple, if a piece of functionality isn’t work-
ing right, the feature can simply be
turned off so it can be fixed later. It’s
also possible to slowly scale the delivery
of features to a customer base to ensure
there are no scalability issues. If there
are some users that should never see
certain features, they can be blocked
from seeing them. 

LaunchDarkly can also be used to
control the timing of feature availability.
That way, engineering can write test, and
deploy software on their own schedule.
Meanwhile, the controls can be given to
marketing so the product can be
launched whenever marketing is ready.

If something goes wrong after a
release, the problematic features can
simply be turned off. 

“You can do all of this without running

a release so you don’t have to redeploy
code, everything is just available so it
saves you a lot of time and stress,” said
Harbaugh. “If something breaks at 3:00
in the morning, you don’t need all hands
on deck to diagnose and patch the issue.
You can just turn off the feature and keep
it off until you figure out how to fix it.”

Developers embracing containers and
microservices can use LaunchDarkly to
control access to the microservices and to
version the microservices.

Empower Others
Developers don’t need to control
everything when their application
is out in the wild. If some users
should have access to certain fea-
tures and others shouldn’t, there’s
no need for prolonged discussions
and complicated processes that
waste of valuable time.

A better solution is to put con-
trol in the hands of business users so, for
example, one customer gets access to one
set of features and another customer gets
access to another set of features. Differ-
ent versions of a product can accomplish
that, albeit not with the same precision. 

Alternatively, if an issue arises, cus-
tomer support can be trusted to control
access without involving developers.

“The old way of doing things is archa-
ic because developers had all the control
over the code, and every time somebody
wanted to enable access, you’d open up
a ticket, it would get assigned to a devel-
oper and you’d have to wait for a
release,” said Harbaugh. “Developers
are using our platform to offload that
burden to the people who are closest to
the problem, such as sales, marketing, or
customer support.”

One of LaunchDarkly’s customers
had to engage an engineer every time
they wanted to change the way an appli-
cation worked. What used to take four or
five days then, now takes two minutes.

Learn more at www.launchdarkly.com. z
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I
n a world where businesses not only
have to become software companies
to compete, but deliver higher qual-

ity software to market faster, what does
this mean for testing? Businesses and
software teams have become so con-
cerned with developing and delivering
in an agile fashion, they have had to
stop and rethink their entire testing
process. 

This is because traditional or legacy
testing tools and processes don’t com-
ply with speed, according to Aruna
Ravichandran, vice president of
DevOps product and solutions market-
ing at CA Technologies. To compete in
a world where high-quality app experi-
ences are the expectation, testing needs
to be efficient and effective, and that
requires a continuous testing approach,
according to Ravichandran.  

“Testing needs to be as fast and as
dynamic as our agile development
processes, otherwise we are going to
have delays in developing and shipping

it to operations,” said Wolfgang Platz,
founder and chief product officer of
Tricentis. 

Platz explained agile has always been
thought of as a development initiative
from the beginning, which was too nar-
row. While it accelerated the speed of
development and brought value to cus-
tomers faster, agile development need-
ed to take operations into considera-
tion. “All of a sudden we weren’t talking
about agile anymore, but talking about
DevOps,” said Platz. But as soon as
people started to pursue a DevOps
agenda, they realized there was an ugly
stepchild in the middle that needed to
be taken care of, which is testing. 

“In many ways, testing is the final
frontier of DevOps and continuous
delivery. To release the high-quality
code that enables businesses to stay
ahead of their competition faster,
organizations must adopt next-genera-

tion testing practices that enable them
to test early, often, automatically and
continuously,” said Ravichandran.

However, according to Marc Brown,
product portfolio strategist for Parasoft,
continuous testing should actually be a
prerequisite for continuous delivery
and continuous integration, and contin-
uous delivery should be a prerequisite
for people who want to get to DevOps.
“You have to think of it as a set of build-
ing blocks where at the core you have
organizations that want to have more
flexibility and have adopted agile, they
then have to adopt continuous testing
to ensure what they are developing can
be tested on an ongoing basis,” he said

But this fast-paced way of working
creates many challenges for testers,
according to Jason Hammon, director
of product management at TechExcel.
Hammon explained testers now have to
struggle with the lack of time and need
to respond as quickly as plans change.

BY CHRISTINA CARDOZA

Buyers Guide

continued on page 66 >
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In an agile world, testers no longer have
the luxury of a clear roadmap on what
they are going to test, time to prepare
the tests, and then time to execute on
the testing. 

But if teams are able to implement a
good continuous testing strategy with
the proper tools to support that strategy
and scale, it will lessen the pain, accord-
ing to Rod Cope, chief technology offi-
cer at Rogue Wave. With continuous
testing, Cope says teams get the benefit
of always having code in a good state.
They no longer have to write code, test
it, and then wait to find issues, stop the
presses and go back and fix things.
Instead, they are able to constantly take
pieces of the solution and constantly
test, instead of waiting for a big-bang
delivery and testing phase.

“You can get much more done much
more quickly with better quality, better
security and less rework so you are get-
ting more bang for your buck out of
your development team,” said Cope.
“You clearly can’t take a year anymore
to get a product out the door; you have
to be much more agile, and continuous
testing is absolutely mandatory in
today’s world. You really can't afford to
have problems in the field. You have to
get it right the first time, and you have
to do it very quickly. “

Automation is key
One way continuous testing can help
pick up the pace of testing is with
automation. Agile and continuous test-
ing have a tremendous amount of
potential value to add to organizations,
but if they aren’t fully automated it can
be very taxing on the organization and
create a lot of overhead, according to
Parasoft’s Brown.  

Tricentis’ Platz explains automation
allows teams to test at the speed of agile
and DevOps; reduce the time and effort
it takes to obtain realistic and accurate
test results; minimize test maintenance;
and reduce false positives. 

In order to successfully deploy test
automation, teams need to have a good
understanding of what test automation
is, how it can be leveraged, and where it
is going to be most successful based on

the type of product, according to
TechExcel’s Hammon. 

This requires connecting a number
of tools together within the overall soft-
ware development chain, Brown
explained. “Automation tools need to be
very easily integrated with the continu-
ous testing tools to really power the con-
tinuous testing process,” he said. Brown
adds organizations need to adopt tools
that enable service virtualization to sup-
port automation. “It is the easiest way to
create test environments on demand
without the effort. The process and
vision of continuous testing needs to be
completely coupled with the technolo-

gies and automation to realize the value,
otherwise it is going to create a lot of
overhead for teams,” Brown added.

In addition, test teams should be
comfortable with developer assets to
write test cases in the form of automated
scripts, according to Kelly Emo, director
of life-cycle and quality product market-
ing at Hewlett Packard Enterprise
(HPE). “They need to be comfortable
with IDEs, programming languages and
application models.  Whether Java, C#,
Java script or other, they have to be com-
fortable working at the code level to cre-
ate the most effective and reusable

< continued from page 65

continued on page 69 >

For so long testing was an afterthought, but today the mantra ‘test early and test
often’ is drilled into the heads of developers and testers. This is largely due to the
increased speed of delivery and the push to adopt agile and DevOps, according to
HPE’s Kelly Emo. 

Even the smallest releases can have a large impact on the end user experience,
and if an application delivery isn’t what it was expected to be, that response can
spread around the market very fast, Emo explained. It is now more important than
ever to put testing techniques in place throughout the entire life cycle so testing does
not become a bottleneck, and teams can keep up with continuous quality. 

The acceleration of development is a correlation of the consumer expectation. Peo-
ple expect the first version of something to work very well and be very obvious to use.
They want their solutions to be simple to understand, but do way more things, accord-
ing to Mobile Labs’ Dan McFall. That demand for quality is driving the demand for test-
ing. “You have to be developing all the time to keep up with the timeline demands, and
the only way to meet the quality demands is to be testing it constantly,” he said. 

McFall also explains the concept that software is eating the world is also having a
huge impact on testing. Today, everything has to become software in some way, shape
or form. The digital transformation is adding more complexity to the testing world
because devices are starting to take many different forms, provide more capabilities,
and interconnect between features and functions. 

This software complexity is not only turning up the dial on speed, but also chang-
ing the ways to deliver. Because of this, more teams are starting to move to a software
architecture that is extremely agile such as service-oriented architecture or microser-
vice architecture, according to Emo. “This is great from an  architectural and develop-
er agility perspective, but it gives you a lot more to manage, and a lot more depend-
encies,” she said. In addition, the software is being deployed across a multitude of
operating systems, mobile environments, mobile devices, and Internet of Things
devices, Emo added. 

To deal with this, teams need to be continuously testing. McFall explains it doesn’t
always have to be test everything all the time, but something should always be being
tested, whether it is unit tests, interoperability, or white box/gray box testing. “Teams
need to be able to anticipate problems, and that means feedback loops need to be
automated and process loops need to be automated to be able to keep up,” he said. z

The resurgence
of testing 
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automation assets,” she said. 
However, businesses should note

that continuous testing is not just
another buzzword for test automation.
According to Dan McFall, president of
Mobile Labs, automation is just a piece
of the continuous testing puzzle, and it
doesn’t mean that every test is going to
be automated or even continuously
tested. “You have to design the process
and figure out where things are going to
go, and then you figure out which tech-
nologies are going to come fit in and be
in support of that,” he said. 

In addition, automation doesn’t just
apply to testing. Automation can be
applied to data transfer, data flows,
deployment, builds, and build manage-
ment, according to McFall. 

According to Rogue Wave’s Cope, in
an ideal world everything would be ful-
ly automated, but realistically that is
difficult unless you invest early on in
the codebase, design and architecture.
Cope adds at least on the UI side teams
are always going to have to have some
manual check and review in place if not
heavy testing with every release. This is
because things as simple as fonts and
colors are hard to automatically test. 

In addition, it requires a complex
infrastructure to set up application
servers, web servers, databases and
configure all the different moving parts
to be deployed in an isolated environ-
ment and run all the tests. However,
more teams have been moving to con-
tainerization to make it easier to get
environments up and running quickly,
automate the process, and automate all
the testing around it, Cope explained. 

Other pieces of the puzzle
On top of automation, there are a mul-
titude of other key strategies and tools
necessary for a continuous testing
workflow. “The continuous testing jour-
ney is a change. You can’t just jump into
things, you need to take care of several
other things first,” said Tricentis’ Platz. 

For instance, Tricentis provides a
continuous testing maturity model
where customers can assess where they
are today, and come up with a plan on
how to get to the most mature stage. 

“While we’ve all heard about organi-
zations that were ‘built to last,’ the truth
is, the only way an organization can sur-
vive and thrive today is to make sure
they are ‘built to change,’” said CA’s
Ravichandran.

Parasoft’s Brown says organizations
need to invest in their developers,
testers and release managers, and train
them on what it means to be continu-
ously testing. Then, you must train
them on the environment and on the
tools so they realize the value of what
they invest in versus buying a product,
not seeing its full potential, and becom-
ing shelfware. “Training is probably the
biggest element outside of the neces-

sary tools and technologies needed to
really power this, and make sure cus-
tomers are successful at their continu-
ous testing endeavors,” he said. 

That requires a lot of communica-
tion, according to TechExcel’s Ham-
mon. Teams need to understand why
they are moving in a certain direction
and choosing specific tools. 

Communication is also a good skill
QA engineers should have. That way, if
an issue comes up, they can easily
explain to the developer what hap-
pened and why it needs to be fixed.
“They could also communicate with
people that may be on the marketing or
product management side to fully
understand the initial goal of the fea-
ture to make sure they are really able to
provide test cases that verify and vali-
date the feature is actually implement-
ed correctly,” Hammon said.

In addition, communication means
taking into account customer feedback
so teams can integrate that into the
functionality of their system and make
sure they are testing the right things.
Having a good feedback loop in place
gives teams the ability to see the overall
health of the solution and provide early

warning into issues, according to
Mobile Labs’ McFall. “Without metrics
or a good strategy, teams will be lost on
whether or not they are actually deliver-
ing what the customer is expecting. If
you don’t have a clear destination, just
because you are going fast doesn’t mean
you are going to the right place.” 

HPE’s Emo explains there will always
be some defects that leak out into pro-
duction, but if you have that closed feed-
back loop and communication and an
incident is found in production, it can
get back to the agile team fast and they
can quickly fix the problem. 

CA’s Ravichandran adds to have a
successful continuous testing strategy,

teams need integrated solutions that
enable “1) test environment simulation,
2) automatic test case creation, even
from requirements, 3) on demand test
data management, 4) always available
SaaS-based performance testing, 5)
open source integrations with tools like
JMeter, Jenkins, Selenium, Appium,
and 6) automated application perform-
ance monitoring and post-production
performance testing to achieve contin-
uous feedback.”

Who is responsible for testing? 
Agile development requires cross-plat-
form teams. This means that not only
are teams made up of QA engineers,
developers, and project managers, but
the responsibilities are shared amongst
the team members. Because of this,
CA’s Ravichandran says testing and
quality is everyone’s job.

“Continuous testing makes testing
activities part of everyone’s role…from
the business analysts, to the developers,
to the performance engineer, to the
operations manager… all are responsi-
ble to make sure the end users have a
fantastic experience with their soft-
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Testers should make sure
they are still a part of the 
agile team, and participate 

side by side with development. 
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Aruna Ravichandran,

vice president of DevOps

solution marketing and

management at 

CA Technologies

Our goal at CA Technologies is to help
organizations develop applications and
experiences that excite and engage
their customers. To achieve this goal,
the company integrates continuous
testing into an end-to-end continuous
delivery ecosystem that enables unin-
terrupted flow of ideas from design to
operations faster, without compromis-
ing on quality while delivering desired
user functionality. The company's next-
generation, integrated solutions enable
test environment simulation, automatic
test case creation, on-demand test data
management, application pipeline
orchestration as tests are passed, SaaS-
based performance testing, and open-
source and third-party integrations.

No other vendor can offer an end-to-
end, integrated continuous testing solu-
tion like CA. CA’s continuous testing
solutions include automated modeling of
test cases right from the requirements
phase, test case creation, identifying the
optimal regression tests required for full
coverage, data masking and subsetting as
well as test data generated on demand,
deployment of virtualized test environ-
ments, shift-left performance testing
using open source and SaaS-based test-
ing early on,running the selected tests,
and then tying it all together with an
orchestrated release engine that pro-
motes the code, build, and application as
soon as all the tests pass — all with zero
touch workflow.  And now with the
acquisition of Veracode, CA provides a

superior SaaS-based AST software to
help organizations mitigate risk early in
the development process with secure
application testing.

This is testing unleashed, going hand
in hand with agile development to
accelerate quality into production.  

Kelly Emo, 

director of life-cycle and

quality product marketing

at HPE

We look at continuous
testing as a holistic pattern. Our offer-
ing really has three primary compo-
nents: automated testing products,
management products, and service and
network virtualization. At the core you
have the testing solutions that acceler-
ate creating automated tests. They have
the power tools that make it easier to
automate a test whether it is a function-
al test where you need to have tools that
help you identify the objects you are
using to automate, or you are working
with different APIs. 

The second part is the management
layer. Once you have a continuous test-
ing process, you want to be able to pro-
vide information in real time to your
developers and testers so you know
exactly what is going on. You have a
continuous view of the state of quality. 

The last piece is the virtualization
piece. If you are doing this so quickly
how do you deal with your constraints?
How do you deal with your blockers?
How do you deal with those dependen-
cies that you need to have to test, but
you can't get a hold of? That is where
our service and network virtualization
products will work with testing tools

and the management layer to give you
that complete solution.

Dan McFall, 

president of Mobile Labs:

The first thing we offer is
a managed Mobile Infra-
structure as a Service

solution. What that means is we provide
a seamless real-time virtual device
experience. It is a repository of real
devices that you can bring up, and man-
ually interact with just as if you were
holding them in your hand or you teth-
ered them to your laptop. This solution
works whether you are a developer, a
manual tester, an automation engineer
or just an execution environment. 

The biggest thing that we offer is
that we open the device up as an open
platform to be utilized by a variety of
solutions. What is nice about that is if
you look at the continuous testing
maturity model, there is testing that is
being done by developers. Developers
have toolsets that they will use for
native application development envi-
ronments, whether it is Xcode from
Apple, Android Studio or some cross-
platform solution; they are going and
writing that and they might be writing
test cases there. We will hook the
devices up for you so you will be able to
access them and use them as part of
that portion of your testing. 

We really allow you to maximize the
device farm, and we handle the lifting
for integrating and interfacing that to a
wide variety of testing strategies. We
don’t force a homogeneous or uniform
strategy for how you do testing, we pro-
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What makes your continuous 
testing solution stand out?
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vide a uniformed way to access the
devices for that. 

Marc Brown, 

product portfolio strategist

for Parasoft:

What we offer is the tools
necessary to support a

continuous testing process in three mar-
kets. We support the embedded market,
people developing embedded software
that is going to be pushed into a device;
we support the IoT market, which is a
huge opportunity for people developing
equipment; and we support the IT
organization. 

Parasoft is unique in that we have the
tools that support all three of those core
markets. The other thing is that we really
have an end-to-end set of tools to power
continuous testing. We have service vir-
tualization, we have a free community
edition and we have a very high-end
enterprise performance edition for peo-
ple that need a lot of capabilities and
scale within their organization. 

Then on top of all that, we have an
API testing tooling, load testing tooling,
security tooling, and reports and analyt-
ics that support the ongoing activities
within the teams. 

Parasoft is one of the few remaining
independent companies that is very
focused on having an end-to-end testing
platform for the development organiza-
tion. We provide the tools necessary for
the developer, for the tester and for the
analysts to determine that the software
they are actually building is going to do
what they think it is going to do both
functionally and non-functionally.

Rod Cope, 

chief technology officer at

Rogue Wave:

The piece of our portfo-
lio that is closest to con-

tinuous integration and continuous test-
ing is Klocwork. It is a static code
analysis solution that integrates into
continuous integration and continuous
delivery environments, and make sures
code is good, clean, and doesn’t have
any nasty security vulnerabilities or
quality issues. It is like writing all the

tests that your developers can’t write or
don’t have the time to write. It is always
watching over the shoulder of the devel-
oper to make sure that as they write
their code or as they check it in to Jenk-
ins or other CI environments it always
stays well-tested and clean. 

The major new change we recently
released was a feature called SmartRank.
SmartRank is all about automatically pri-
oritizing issues so that the most problem-
atic and the most dangerous issues get
sorted to the top of the list, and develop-
ers can spend their time resolving the
worst security issues and the most poten-
tially damaging quality issues first. That is
a way to save a lot of time, be more effi-
cient in development, get good results
and get good code out of it. 

One of the key differentiators of Kloc-
work is it actually watches the developers
as they type in their editor of choice and
automatically highlights when they intro-
duce a quality or security issue. You are
basically preventing a bug up-front so
you don’t have to find and fix it later,
which can be slower and more expensive,
and the developer gets out of their work-
flow. Instead, the developer is always
highly productive because they don’t
have to stop and fix something, it is just
part of their process of writing code. 

Jason Hammon, 

director of product man-

agement at TechExcel:

We make sure our tool is
flexible enough to adapt

to whatever process your team has. Our
analytics solution will work in environ-
ments like continuous integration,
agile, or waterfall. 

One of the things that makes us
unique is you can utilize our tool in
environments that might be mixed. If
you have a team that is waterfall within
a larger enterprise and another team
that is more agile or practicing continu-
ous integration, or maybe you want to
start small and take baby steps in that
direction, our tools are flexible enough
to allow you to incorporate those con-
cepts into your releases without having
to completely dive in and try to do it all
at once. The tools can really be config-
ured to meet your needs without having

to change your process. 
The tools are also very open and

flexible. It is modular so that you can
use the pieces of it that you want. You
can use our test management tool with
JIRA or Bugzilla or other tools. We
allow you to mix and match what you
want to use and we have APIs to fill in
any gaps that might be there too.

We are just about to release a new
version of our analytics solution and one
of the things that we have done in that
release is we really focused on tools that
allow teams to better communicate.

Wolfgang Platz, 

founder and chief product

officer of Tricentis

Our continuous testing
solution has two major

aspects that are differentiating.
One aspect is that the core element

of continuous testing is automation. You
cannot get to the quick response that
you need from test and the comprehen-
sive response you need from your test
with manual testing anymore. You need
to automate; otherwise it is not working. 

What we do differently from any-
body else in the industry is that we
enable former manual testers to do that
test automation. This is fundamentally
different. 

We present automated test cases in a
business-readable language. It is plain
English. and this is true not only for test
cases that go through the user interface
and interact with the application, but
also true for test cases that use API
interfaces to do the testing. 

The second is that we are the com-
prehensive suite in continuous testing.
Comprehensive means we go way
beyond automation, and it is all fully
integrated in one suite. We do not just
offer automation. We offer risk-based
testing, test case design, test data man-
agement, service virtualization and last
but not least exploratory testing all fully
integrated into one suite. 

Our customers do not need to learn
a plethora of tools. They do not need to
get acquainted with a slew of different
tools; they can just stick to one suite,
which is the continuous testing suite
from Tricentis. z

< continued from page 70
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n Applause: Applause delivers unmatched
in-the-wild testing, user feedback and
research solutions by utilizing its DX plat-
form to manage communities around the
world. The company’s testing solutions
span the entire app lifecycle and include
access to its global community of more
than 250,000 professional testers.

n Appvance: The Appvance Unified Test

Platform (UTP) is designed to make Con-
tinuous Delivery and DevOps faster, cheap-
er and better. As the first unified test
automation platform, you can create tests,

build scenarios, run tests and analyze
results, in 24 languages or even codeless. 

n IBM: IBM provides a number of test
automation teams for agile teams to gain
continuous feedback throughout the soft-
ware delivery lifecycle. The solutions pro-
vide user interface and integration test
automation, performance testing and
service virtualization. Some of the compa-
ny’s continuous testing products include:
IBM Rational Test Virtualization Server,
IBM MobileFirst Platform Quality Assur-
ance, and IBM Rational Test Workbench. 

nJetBrains: TeamCity is a Continuous Inte-
gration and Delivery server from Jet-
Brains. It takes moments to set up, shows
build results on the fly, and works out of
the box. TeamCity will make sure software
gets built, tested and deployed, and will
notify users of that in the way they choose.
TeamCity integrates with all major develop-
ment frameworks, version-control systems,
issue trackers, IDEs, and cloud services,
providing teams with an exceptional expe-
rience of a well-built intelligent tool.

A guide to Continuous Testing Tools
n Only CA delivers next-generation, inte-
grated solutions that enable test environment simulation;
automatic test case creation, even from requirements; on-
demand test data management; orchestration that progresses
applications from phase to phase based upon the passing of
test cases; SaaS-based performance testing; and open source
integrations with tools like JMeterTM, Jenkins, Selenium, Appi-
um, and more. CA’s continuous testing solutions enable a
robust continuous delivery model, so your organization can
meet the demands of today’s application economy.

n HPE Software’s Functional Testing solutions help to
deliver high-quality software while reducing the cost and com-
plexity of functional testing. HPE’s solutions address the chal-
lenges of testing in agile and Continuous Integration scenarios,
as well as hybrid applications, cloud and mobile platforms. HPE
ALM Octane provides insights into software, speeds up delivery,
and ensures quality user experiences. 

n  Mobile Labs provides enterprise-grade on-
premises and hosted mobile device clouds that improve effi-
ciency and raise quality for agile, cross-platform mobile app
and mobile web deployments. The company’s patented open
platform device cloud, deviceConnect™ is available in both
public and on-premises configurations. deviceConnect pro-
vides affordable, secure access to a large inventory of mobile
devices across major mobile platforms to developers, test engi-
neers, and customer support representatives, among others.
At the heart of enterprise mobile app deployment, deviceCon-
nect enables automated continuous quality integration,
DevOps processes, as well as automated and manual
app/web/device testing on real managed devices. For more
information please visit www.mobilelabsinc.com.

n  Parasoft: Parasoft helps organizations perfect
today’s highly connected applications by automating time-con-
suming testing tasks and providing management with intelli-
gent analytics necessary to focus on what matters. Parasoft’s

technologies reduce the time, effort, and cost of delivering
secure, reliable, and compliant software, by integrating static
and runtime analysis; unit, functional, and API testing; and serv-
ice virtualization. With developer testing tools, manager report-
ing/analytics, and executive dashboarding, Parasoft supports
software organizations with the innovative tools they need to
successfully develop and deploy applications in the embedded,
enterprise, and IoT markets, all while enabling today’s most
strategic development initiatives — agile, continuous testing,
DevOps, and security.

n  The largest independent provider of cross-
platform software development tools, components, and plat-
forms in the world. With Rogue Wave Klocwork, detect security,
safety, and reliability issues in real-time by using this static code
analysis toolkit that works alongside developers, finding issues
as early as possible, and integrates with teams, supporting con-
tinuous integration and actionable reporting.

n  DevTest is a sophisticated quality-management
solution used by development and QA teams of all sizes to
manage every aspect of their testing processes from test case
creation, planning and execution through defect submission
and resolution. It aims to give teams control over product qual-
ity; enhance test standardization, reuse and revision; increase
team productivity; and ensure ultimate accountability for all
test phases. Other solutions the company offers include: Dev-

Suite for ALM initiatives, DevSpec for requirements manage-
ment, and DevTrack for task management.

n  Tricentis Tosca is a Continuous Testing platform
that accelerates software testing to keep pace with Agile and
DevOps. With the industry’s most innovative functional testing
technologies, Tricentis Tosca breaks through the barriers expe-
rienced with conventional software testing tools.  Using Tricen-
tis Tosca, enterprise teams achieve unprecedented test
automation rates (90%+)—enabling them to deliver the fast
feedback required for Agile and DevOps.

CA Technologies:

HPE:

Mobile Labs:

Parasoft:

Rogue Wave:

TechExcel:

Tricentis:

n FEATURED PROVIDERS n

continued on page 76 >
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ware,” Ravichandran said. 
While this may be true, TechExcel’s

Hammon believes QA and testing
teams should still lead the charge. “It is
great to have developers do unit tests
on what they are checking in, but you
still want to make sure the overall work
of the individual developer when put
together with the rest of the solution
isn’t resulting in additional problems.
You still need someone to make sure
the overall product is what it was initial-
ly intended to be,” he said. 

According to HPE’s Emo, testers
have a mindset and specialty for solving
functional, regression, performance
and security issues that developers
don’t have. But the testers should make
sure they are still a part of the agile
team, and participate side by side with
development. This requires new skills
such as the ability to understand the
fundamentals of software development.
“Understand agile processes and be
able to understand good software
design patterns and architecture. This
way [the QA team] can focus on how to
test in a way that will surface issues
related to the fundamental way the
application is constructed.  

Some businesses come up with a test
Center of Excellence (CoE). Tradition-
ally CoEs provide a large test team that
delivers test as a service to the develop-
ment team, but this provides distinct
disadvantages, according to Tricentis’
Platz. Platz explains in a traditional
CoE, communication isn’t as connected
as it should be, causing testers to be
informed late about changes. 

CA’s Ravichandran recommends
that CoEs become Centers of Enable-
ment. This allows teams to collaborate
in an environment where developers
are integrated into testing from the
beginning. “When testing is conducted
earlier, the entire team is focused on
quality, and a culture of “getting code
done right the first
time” saves time and
reduces the number
of iterations teams
need to perform for a
particular code,”
Ravichandran said. z
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n LogiGear: With the no-coding and key-
word-driven approach to test authoring in
its TestArchitect products, users can rap-
idly create, maintain, reuse and share a
large scale of automated tests for desk-
top, mobile and web applications.

n Microsoft: Visual Studio Team Services,
Microsoft’s cloud-hosted DevOps service,
offers Git repositories; agile planning;
build automation for Windows, Linux and
Mac; cloud load testing; Continuous Inte-
gration and Continuous Delivery to Win-
dows, Linux and Microsoft Azure; applica-
tion analytics; and integration with
third-party DevOps tools. Visual Studio
Team Services supports any development
language and is the hosted SaaS service
of Team Foundation Server.

n Neotys: Neotys load testing (NeoLoad)
and performance monitoring (NeoSense)
products enable teams to produce faster
applications, deliver new features and
enhancements in less time and simplify
interactions across Dev, QA, Ops and busi-
ness stakeholders. 

n Orasi: Orasi is a leading provider of soft-
ware testing services, utilizing test man-
agement, test automation, enterprise
testing, Continuous Delivery, monitoring,
and mobile testing technology.

n Progress: Telerik Test Studio is a test-
automation solution that helps teams be
more efficient in functional, performance
and load testing, improving test coverage
and reducing the number of bugs that slip
into production. 

n QASymphony: QASymphony recently
released qTest Pulse, a continuous testing
solution for teams practicing DevOps. It fea-
tures agile test planning, source code trace-
ability, real-time updates, and JIRA integra-
tion. Additionally, QASymphony’s  qTest is a
Test Case Management solution that inte-
grates with popular development tools. 

n Rainforest QA: Rainforest aims to help
teams perform QA testing at the speed of
development with its web, mobile and
exploratory testing solutions. It provides
an AI-powered crowdtest platform for
agile testing and development that pro-

vides results from regression, functional
and exploratory tests. 

n Sauce Labs: Sauce Labs provides a
cloud-based platform for automated testing
of web and mobile applications. Its service
eliminates the time and expense of main-
taining an in-house testing infrastructure,
freeing development teams of any size to
innovate and release better software, faster. 

n SOASTA: SOASTA’s Digital Performance

Management (DPM) platform provides the
ability to continuously monitor, test, ana-
lyze and optimize solutions in real-time and
at scale. It includes five technologies:
mPulse real user monitoring (RUM); the
CloudTest platform for continuous load
testing; TouchTest mobile functional test
automation; Digital Operation Center (DOC)
for a unified view of contextual intelligence
accessible from any device; and Data Sci-
ence Workbench, simplifying analysis of
current and historical web and mobile user
performance data.

n Synopsys: Through its Software Integrity

platform, Synopsys provides a comprehen-
sive suite of best-in-class software testing
solutions for rapidly finding and fixing crit-
ical security vulnerabilities, quality
defects, and compliance issues through-
out the SDLC. Solutions include static
analysis, software composition analysis,
protocol fuzz testing, and interactive
application security testing for Web apps. 

n Tasktop: Tasktop Sync provides fully
automated, enterprise-grade synchro-
nization among the disparate life-cycle-
management tools used in software
development and delivery organizations.
Tasktop Data collects real-time data from
these tools, creating a database of cross-
tool life-cycle data and providing unparal-
leled insight into the health of the project.

n XebiaLabs: XebiaLabs’ enterprise-scale
Continuous Delivery and DevOps software

provides companies with the visibility,
automation and control they need to
deliver software better, faster and with
less risk. Global market leaders rely on
XebiaLabs’ software to meet the increas-
ing demand for accelerated and more-
reliable software releases. For more infor-
mation, please visit www.xebialabs.com. z

Continuous testing guide
< continued from page 74

< continued from page 69
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When HP split into HPE and HP Inc. the smart
money seemed to be on HPE. That was

where the CEO that architected the deal was and
were most of the growth seemed to be largely
because “everyone” knew that PCs were dead. But
HP has been growing the laptop computer and
printer segment significantly and their new hot
product is actually a market-making mobile printer
called the Sprocket. Or, rather than some kind of
endemic irreversible problem, the reason that print-
ers and PCs were in decline was likely because there
wasn’t enough demand generation going on. When
HP Inc. was freed up to address that problem, and
freed up to create some pretty attractive offerings,
the market came back to them. 

I think there is a good lesson here. 

Engineering-driven vs. market-driven companies
The technology market is typically defined by compa-
nies that are run by engineers not marketers but it is

interesting to note that when one
of the strongest boards in the
industry was faced with the failure
of their firm, they didn’t turn to an
engineer they went out of industry
to pick a marketer. That was IBM
in the early 1990s and reflected on
one of the biggest turn arounds of

all time when Louis Gerstner came in from Nabisco
tied to Jerry York, who was brought it from Chrysler
to turn IBM around. 

Steve Jobs repeated this effort, and it is interest-
ing to note that he had York on his board when he
did it, also because he was more of a marketer than
an engineer. He understood better than most that,
while you needed great products, you had to spend
on creating demand for your products; otherwise,
people were likely to buy other things. This was
why he was able to be successful with the iPod
which, on its face, was priced well above market,
and turn it into the pivotal offering that changed
Apple from a company on the brink of death to the
most valuable company in the world. 

Marketing, innovation and focus
HP Inc. focused like a laser on thinking about what
customers wanted, and both building and market-
ing the result.

The company was able to improve their financial
performance on printers and laptop computers and
largely halt the decline on desktop computers as
well, largely the result of the Apple-like combina-
tion of vastly improved products and significantly
improved marketing execution. The market
rewarded HP Inc. and its partners with big sales
bumps and a strong counterpoint to the declines
they, and their segment, had been experiencing. 

HP’s Channel Partners 
I was at a meeting with HP Inc.’s channel partners
recently for the Americas and it was like a religious
revival meeting as a result of HP Inc.’s efforts.
These people were fired up and excited about seg-
ments that just a few months earlier had been on
life support.  One of the products they seemed the
most excited about was the small portable HP
Sprocket printer that Millennials in particular
seemed to be treating very similarly to the early
iPods, largely because it was attractive and did one
thing well: Printed small pictures you could stick on
things and give to people. But that is because HP
worked on building demand for the little thing and
so nearly a decade after many folks though the
printer was dead, one of the hottest mobile products
this holiday season may be a small mobile printer.  

Lessons learned
You have a choice between partnering with a lot of
companies and handling a lot of products. You can’t
handle everything and picking the products that are
worth the effort over those that aren’t requires analy-
sis you likely can’t afford to do. But one thing you can
look into is whether the firm is willing to step up and
be a market maker for the products, whether they
will create demand and pull the offerings through
the channel. If they don’t and you can’t afford to
maybe you want to pick a product and a partner that
will step up to this responsibility. Picking vendors
that step up to assure that process should likely be a
higher priority than it is.  

HP Inc. is stepping up to the need to generate
demand for the product they sell and, as a result,
their channel partners seem to love them. You
might want to consider using them for a template
on who you should partner with, or maybe just
partner with them. Just saying… z

Picking the strongest product partner
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One of the hottest mobile

products this holiday season

may be a small mobile printer. 
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When something goes wrong and there is a
major production incident in IT, the busi-

ness usually suffers. Developing, delivering, and
managing software systems and applications is com-
plicated. People make mistakes, wrong commands
get entered, bugs get introduced, and systems fail.
When something like this happens, a cascade of
unintended consequences often follows. Once the
dust clears, there is usually an investigation or post-
mortem to determine the cause of the problem. It
might seem easier to assign blame to an individual
or team, but in complex IT systems, it’s usually not
that simple as there can be many contributing fac-
tors. Ultimately, it’s about finding the best way to
improve service to the business. Your customers
don’t care about whom or what is responsible; they
care about better service. 

When blame is assigned, it tends to be counter-
productive to the objective of reducing the risk of
future errors. Using blame or shame as a form of
punishment creates a culture of distrust and dis-
courages communication. By removing blame, you
create an environment where failure can be dis-
cussed openly and treated as a learning opportuni-
ty. Your teams actually become more accountable
and your systems more resilient. Besides, casting
blame is usually misplaced. Catastrophic system
failures are almost never caused by isolated errors
committed by individuals. Instead, most outages
result from multiple, smaller errors in environ-
ments with serious underlying system flaws.

Let’s take a look at the recent outage of Ama-
zon’s AWS cloud service. This post-mortem
revealed that someone finger-checked a command
to take down some servers while trying to debug a
problem. This brought down a larger set of servers
than intended and initiated the sequence of events
that resulted in several hours of system outage.
The servers that were brought down had not been
restarted for years and to compound the problem,
the system had experienced massive growth over
the last several years. The process of restarting
these servers and running the required system val-
idation checks took hours. Who is really at fault?
The person entering the initial command? The
process for running the validation checks? The sys-
tems team for not periodically restarting the
servers? Taking a systems approach can provide a

framework for an analysis of errors and efforts to
improve system resiliency. Here are some tech-
niques to help with software post-mortems: 
• Agree to expect problems – It’s really valu-
able for teams and leaders to agree that problems
are not a reflection of personal failure, but the
expected cost of innovation. By making this public
agreement, voices will emerge on current issues
and potential problems. 
• Distinguish people errors from system
errors – People tend to be at the sharp end of the
problem. You need to also understand the blunt
end, the latent errors that can occur in complex sys-
tems due to the many process, organizational, and
system layers. In the Amazon example, the sharp
end was the person issuing the command, but there
were latent errors in the system creating an accident
waiting to happen. 
• Pre-mortems – Don’t wait for
the problem to happen. Prospec-
tively identify error-prone situa-
tions or failure modes by map-
ping current processes and
identifying ways in which each
step can go wrong. 
• Learn from your success-
es – Conduct post-mortem when you succeed. By
studying success you will understand not just why
you fail but why and how you succeed. 
• Share post-mortem results – Ensure that you
have a post-mortem write-up with timeline, root
cause, and corrective action. If this was a produc-
tion incident, you should follow Amazon’s example
and publish a public blog with a summary of the
post-mortem write-up. 
• Remediate and measure – make sure that the
corrective actions are implemented and that the
telemetry is in place to measure improvement
based on these actions. Your systems and teams
should be stronger as a result of this error. You need
to measure, manage, and share your progress. 

In complex systems, human error is inevitable
and using punishment as a deterrent is a losing
proposition. Create a culture of learning where
the reporting of errors is encouraged, analysis of
errors to identify latent errors in the system is
standard, and people are not punished for making
mistakes. z

Post-Mortems in Software
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Industry Watch
BY DAVID RUBINSTEIN

A lot has been written about the mythical
developer. Loner. Only comes out at night,

when the world is dark and quiet. Codes for a liv-
ing and then, as a hobby, just for kicks, codes some
more.

A recent survey of developers and their habits
was released last month by Stack Overflow, and
some of these beliefs are reinforced in the findings,
while others are debunked.

For instance, the report found that 74% of the
64,000 developers who responded from 213 coun-
tries – making this the largest developer survey
ever conducted – identify as web developers. The
next most common were desktop application
developers (29%) and mobile app developers
(23%).

Diversity among developers is up, with women
representing 10% of the developer workforce in

the United States, up from 6%
last year. Still, according to Stack
Overflow VP Jay Hanlon, “that is
an incredibly low number com-
pared to what we’d hope to see.”
Women, he noted, were less like
to be DevOps or systems admin-
istrators, and more likely to be

data and graphic designers. One side note: more
women than men reported they have been coding
for less than 1 year. “That,” Hanlon said, “seems to
be a promising sign.”

Interestingly, 2.6% of respondents chose some-
thing other man or woman when asked to check off
their gender. “There’s male, female, transgender,
gender non-conforming, non-binary gender …
these under-represented people tend not to
respond” to surveys, Hanlon said.

A big focus of the survey was to see how devel-
opers go about finding jobs. And the survey found
that in most cases, the job is likely to find the
developer. “The market for talent is larger than it
looks on its surface,” Hanlon said, meaning that
developers are open to taking new jobs even if
they’re not actively seeking a new position. In fact,
62% of respondents fell into this category. “A huge
number of developers aren’t entering the job mar-
ket, but they’re actively being recruited.” In fact,
Hanlon added, when developers did change jobs,
they didn’t first say, ‘I’m going to find a job.’ He

said, “A large percentage of developers are happy
enough in their jobs but they often change when
recruited.”

When it comes to finding jobs, though, 27%
said someone they knew contacted them about a
position, and 18% said they were reached out to by
someone at a company. Another 13% said they
went through a headhunter to find a position.

What do developers find most important in a
job? Ongoing learning and the opportunity for
professional growth. “That even beat compensa-
tion,” Hanlon said. Another important factor for
developers was the ability to work remotely. Some
53% of those who work remotely reported a high-
er job satisfaction than those who were in an
office. 

How about the perception that developers like
to work alone, in the dark, at night, with massive
amounts of caffeine to keep them going? Fake
news. Sad. “Developers are more collaborative
than in so many other fields,” Hanlon said, noting
that developers will share code online, answer
questions from people they don’t even know
online. “It’s part social interaction, but they also
want to help and be a part of something bigger,”
Hanlon said.

How much do developers love their work?
“They live and breathe this stuff,” Hanlon said. In
the survey, 75% of developers said they write code
as a hobby. “Can you imagine finance guys getting
home from work and then doing finance as a hob-
by?” Hanlon asked.

And how do developers see themselves? The
survey asked them to choose which portrayal of
developers in television or movies most closely
reflected the real lives of developers.

The winner? According to the survey, “We can
say that the television show Mr. Robot is having a
moment, for the developer community at least,”
as the main character was one of the top choices
in all versions of the question: most or least real-
istic/annoying/inspiring portrayal of a program-
mer.

Tony Stark (“Ironman”) was chosen at a high
rate for inspiration, while Sheldon (“Big Bang The-
ory”) was rated highly for annoying. “Office Space”
and “Silicon Valley” portrayals were considered
very realistic. z

Developers are a rare breed

Some 53% of those who

work remotely reported a

higher job satisfaction than

those who were in an office. 

David Rubinstein is 
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